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May 11, 2018 
 

 

【R&I Green Bond Assessment】 
Japan Retail Fund Investment Corp. JRF Green Bond：GA1 (Formal) 

 
 

Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I) has announced the following R&I Green Bond Assessment. 
R&I announced a preliminary assessment for this instrument on April 16, 2018. The preliminary 

assessment has now been converted to a formal assessment.  
 

【DESCRIPTION OF RATED INSTRUMENT】 
INSTRUMENT NAME Unsec. Str. Bonds No.12 

(JRF Green Bond) 
ISSUER Japan Retail Fund Investment Corp. 

ISSUE AMOUNT (mn) JPY 8,000 
R&I GREEN BOND 

ASSESSMENT 
GA1 

ISSUE DATE May 25, 2018 
MATURITY DATE May 25, 2023 
ASSET MANAGER Mitsubishi Corp.-UBS Realty Inc.（MC-UBS） 

 
 

【RATIONALE】 
Japan Retail Fund Investment Corp. (JRF), a J-REIT listed in March 2002, invests solely in retail 

properties and is sponsored by Mitsubishi Corporation and UBS Asset Management. MC-UBS, the asset 
management company of JRF, has been ahead of other J-REIT’s asset managers in developing a 
sustainability management structure with a commitment to sustainability activities by signing the PRI 
(Principles for Responsible Investors) and UNEP FI (United Nations Environment Programme - Finance 
Initiative). JRF also promotes environmental activities by, for example, acquiring green building certifications 
and participating in GRESB, which is committed to assessing ESG performance of companies, and CDP, 
which assesses activities for disclosure of information related to climate change. 

As part of these environmental activities, JRF will issue green bonds based on the green bond framework 
it established in line with the Green Bond Principles. 

R&I has judged, in accordance with an evaluation method prescribed by the R&I Green Bond Assessment, 
that the proceeds from the bonds mentioned above (JRF Green Bond) would be invested into businesses 
that are beneficial to the environment to a significant degree and assigned GA1 to JRF Green Bond. The 
primary reasons are as follows: 
 Under the said green bond framework, the proceeds from bond issuance will be invested in eligible 

green projects which satisfy JRF’s eligibility criteria. These eligibility criteria for green bonds require that 
either (1) 3 Stars or higher in DBJ Green Building Certification, or (2) B+ or higher of CASBEE real 
estate evaluation certification has been achieved within the last two years as of the payment date of the 
bonds or shall be achieved in the near future. While the minimum eligibility criteria are not too strict, R&I 
concluded that the criteria offer an adequate standard for determining an asset to be beneficial to the 
environment. 

 Under the green bond framework, the proceeds from bond issuance will be allocated to the acquisition 
cost of eligible green projects acquired or to be acquired, or used to refinance the loans or redeem the 
bonds required for such acquisition. 
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 The proceeds from the issuance of JRF Green Bond will be used to repay before maturity the 

refinanced loans for the acquisition of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02", a commercial building in Kichijoji bought by 
JRF in February 2016. In April 2018, JRF received a 3 star certification in DBJ Green Building 
Certification for G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02, where environmentally friendly activities, such as roof greening and 
adoption of heat reflective glass, are being conducted. The building is an eligible green project which 
satisfies JRF’s eligibility criteria. 

 The MC-UBS’s Sustainability Committee is authorized to select and evaluate eligible green projects in 
accordance with the "Responsible Property Investment (RPI) Policy" established by MC-UBS. The 
committee is positioned in the context of the comprehensive strategy and policy concerning an 
environmental sustainability of MC-UBS. 

 JRF determines the maximum outstanding amount of green bond ("Debts of Eligible Green Projects"), 
determined as the amount of eligible green projects multiplied by JRF's interest-bearing debt ratio, and 
keeps the amount of outstanding green bonds below the amount of the Debts of Eligible Green Projects 
over the course of the period. 

 As long as green bonds remain outstanding, the allocation of bond proceeds and the impact report of 
the total eligible green projects (including the number of properties, total floor area, energy consumption, 
and CO2 emission) as of end-February of each year are disclosed on JRF's home page on an annual 
basis. 

 Under a company-wide environmental framework, MC-UBS signed the PRI ahead of other J-REIT’s 
asset managers and has actively promoted environmental activities. JRF also promotes enhancing 
environmental consideration by, for example, participating in GRESB. The ratios of Green Building 
certified assets as of the end of February 2018 reach as high as 77% a total floor area basis. 

 
Comprehensively considering the above, R&I is confident that JRF Green Bond is in line with the Green 

Bond Principles. 
 

In addition to this assessment, R&I has assigned a credit rating to JRF Green Bond. For details, please 
refer to  
https://www.r-i.co.jp/en/news_release_jreit/2018/05/news_release_jreit_20180511_1804240601_eng.pdf. 
 
R&I Green Bond Assessment is not the Credit Rating Business, but one of the Ancillary Businesses 

(businesses excluding Credit Rating Service but are ancillary to Credit Rating Activities) as set forth in Article 
299, paragraph (1), item (xxviii) of the Cabinet Office Ordinance on Financial Instruments Business, etc. With 
respect to such business, relevant laws and regulations require measures to be implemented so that 
activities pertaining to such business would not unreasonably affect the Credit Rating Activities, as well as 
measures to prevent such business from being misperceived as the Credit Rating Business. 
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1. Use of Proceeds 

For green bond proceeds to be used to invest in projects with environmental benefits, the eligible projects 
in which the funds are invested must be identified as being environmentally beneficial. 

The proceeds from the bond issuance under the said green bond framework will be allocated to the 
acquisition of eligible green projects, or used to refinance the loans or redeem the bonds required for such 
acquisition.  

 
Project 

Category 
Description Allocation of 

Proceeds 
Green Building Eligible Green Projects, which satisfy JRF’s 

eligibility criteria  
100% 

* The proceeds from the issuance of the said green bond will be used to repay the refinanced loans 
before maturity for the acquisition of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02". The building received a 3 star certification in DBJ 
Green Building Certification in April 2018, and is an eligible green project which satisfies JRF’s eligibility 
criteria.  

 
 [Outline of Project Invested]  
< Eligibility criteria> 
 In connection with an issuance of a green bond, JRF established a green bond framework in line with 

the Green Bond Principles. On the process of determining an institution for an issuance of green bonds, 
the said green bond framework has been confirmed by Sustainability Committee of MC-UBS, the asset 
management company of JRF. 
* Sustainability Committee is an organization held about once in two months where responsible 
property investment-related information is shared and solutions are discussed, chaired by the president 
of MC-UBS and participated by cross-sectional members. 

 Under the said green bond framework, the proceeds are allocated to the acquisition of existing and/or 
new assets which satisfy JRF’s eligibility criteria (collectively called "eligible green projects"), and used 
to refinance the loans or bonds required for such acquisition. 

 Eligible green projects refer to certain assets owned by JRF that satisfy either of the following eligibility 
criteria: 

(1) On the payment date of each green bond, buildings that have received 3, 4 or 5 stars under the DBJ 
Green Building Certification Programme1 within 2 years preceding the Green Bond issuance date, 
and/or buildings that are expected to receive the certification after issuance. At the time of reporting, 
buildings which meet the same criteria as of the end of February of each year.  

(2) On the payment date of each green bond, buildings that have received B+, A or S rank under the 
CASBEE for Real Estate2 Certification Rank within 2 years preceding the green bond issuance date, 
and/or buildings that are expected to receive the certification after issuance. At the time of reporting, 
buildings which meet same criteria as of the end of February of each year. 

 
 

                                                        
1 DBJ Green Building Certification Program was launched by Development Bank of Japan Inc. (DBJ) in April, 2011 for the purpose of 

supporting the properties which give proper care to environment and society (Green Building). The program introduced the joint-
operation with Japan Real Estate Institute (JREI) and DBJ in Feb 2014. DBJ Green Building Certification evaluates real estate 
properties that provide environmental and social consideration, and it is expressed on a one-to-five scale (with a 5 star being the best). 

2 Comprehensive Assessment System for Built Environment Efficiency (CASBEE) is a method for evaluating and rating the 
environmental performance of buildings and the built environment. CASBEE was developed by a research committee established in 
2001 as part of a joint industrial/government/academic project. The CASBEE assessment is ranked in five grades: Superior (S), Very 
Good (A), Good (B+), Slightly Poor (B-) and Poor (C). CASBEE for Real Estate is expected to be used when buying and selling real 
estate in the future. 
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<Projects in which the proceeds will be invested> 
 All the proceeds from the issuance of JRF Green Bond will be used to repay the refinanced loans before 

maturity for the acquisition of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02". 
 "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" satisfies the eligibility criteria in that the property received a 3 star certification in 

DBJ Green Building Certification in April 2018. 
 "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" was acquired by JRF for JPY15.3 billion in February 2016. The acquisition cost, 

partly financed by variable loans, will be repaid before maturity with the proceeds from the issuance of 
JRF Green Bond. 

 The major features of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" are as follows: 
Item Description 

Location Musashino-shi, Tokyo 
Completion date September 11, 2014 
Acquisition date February 29, 2016 
Constructor/ 
Designer 

Fujita Corporation 

Main tenant Yamada Denki 
Key environmental 
systems 

Roof greening, Adoption of heat reflective glass, and Mass 
introduction of water-saving toilets 

Energy efficiency 
level 

Primary energy consumption…ERR：22.49%（as of completion 
date） 
Building envelope performance…BPI：0.94, PAL reduction rate：
5.82%（as of completion date） 

Environmental 
certifications 
obtained 

DBJ Green Building Certification 3 star（as of April 13, 2018） 

 
[Evaluation]  

Under the said green bond framework, the proceeds from bond issuance will be invested in eligible green 
projects which satisfy JRF’s eligibility criteria. These eligibility criteria for green bonds require that either (1) 3 
Stars or higher in DBJ Green Building Certification, or (2) B+ or higher of CASBEE real estate evaluation 
certification has been achieved within the last two years as of the payment date of the bonds or will be 
achieved in the near future. While the minimum eligibility criteria are not too strict, R&I concluded that the 
criteria offer an adequate standard for determining an asset to be beneficial to the environment. 

In judging the degree to which the property is beneficial to the environment, R&I verified the environmental 
performance of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" and concluded that primary energy consumption and building envelope 
performance of the building are at a satisfactory level compared to those of typical commercial properties 
constructed in Japan around the same time. 

The building also received a 3 star in DBJ Green Building Certification. DBJ Green Building Certification 
evaluates real estate properties that provide environmental and social consideration at a certain level or 
higher. Its certification on a one-to-five scale (with a 5 star being the best) is gaining due market recognition. 
While the 3 star JRF received for "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" is not the highest rank of DBJ Green Building 
Certification, the degree to which the property is beneficial to the environment can be judged to be 
appropriate.  

JRF plans to acquire environmental certifications for its holding properties, and continuously issue a green 
bond which satisfies the eligibility criteria. The issuer's continuous efforts of environmental activities are 
positively accepted in evaluating the use of proceeds. 

For the reasons stated above, R&I has judged that the eligible project is evaluated to be reasonably 
beneficial to the environment. 
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2. Process for Project Evaluation and Selection 

For green bond proceeds to be used to invest in projects with environmental benefits, the issuer's 
rationale and process regarding the selection of eligible projects must be clear and reasonable.  

 
[Outline of the Process at JRF and MC-UBS]  

MC-UBS, the asset management company of JRF, has been ahead of other J-REIT's asset managers in 
developing sustainability activities by signing the PRI, etc. JRF has also been actively engaged in 
sustainability activities by, for example, acquiring environmental certification of its holding properties. As part 
of such activities, JRF and MC-UBS considered establishing the said green bond framework and issuing the 
green bond. 

Under the said green bond framework, the JRF’s process of determining the issuance of a green bond is 
confirmed by Sustainability Committee of MC-UBS, the asset management company of JRF. MC-UBS's 
Sustainability Committee is authorized to select and evaluate eligible projects in accordance with eligibility 
criteria of the said framework. Sustainability Committee, chaired by the president of MC-UBS, is consisted of 
cross-sectional members and held about once in two months.  

 
[Evaluation] 

JRF and MC-UBS are actively engaged in sustainability activities, and the development of the said green 
bond framework and issuance of the green bond are clearly positioned as a sustainability initiative. 

On the JRF’s process of determining the issuance of green bonds, the said green bond framework has 
been confirmed by Sustainability Committee of MC-UBS. Eligible project is selected by Sustainability 
Committee in accordance with the criteria. 

MC-UBS undertakes necessary actions to address environmental and social risks given by the real estate 
property from the viewpoint of compliance and impact on local residents. 

For the reasons stated above, the process of selecting eligible project of the said green bond has been 
judged to be especially clear and reasonable.  
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3. Management of Proceeds 

For green bond proceeds to be used to invest in projects with environmental benefits, the proceeds must 
be allocated to eligible projects, and must not be invested in projects other than eligible projects. 

 
[Outline of JRF's Proceeds Management Method] 
 JRF will use the entire proceeds from JRF Green Bond to repay the refinanced loans before maturity 
required for the acquisition of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02" upon issuance. Accordingly, no funds will be left 
unallocated in principle, and funds will be temporarily treated as cash and equivalent until they are allocated.  

Meanwhile, JRF ensures that the proceeds from issuance of green bonds are kept below the amount of 
debts of eligible green projects on an annual basis. The amount of "debts of eligible green projects" is the 
amount of total book value of eligible green projects multiplied by JRF's interest-bearing debt ratio. 
 

 
Source: Issuer’s IR document 

 
[Evaluation] 

The proceeds from JRF Green Bond will be used to repay the refinanced before maturity  loans required 
for the acquisition of the property upon issuance. No funds will be left unallocated in principle, and funds will 
be temporarily treated as cash and equivalent until they are allocated. The allocation during the fiscal period 
will be watched to ensure that the proceeds from issuance of green bonds are kept below the amount of 
debts of eligible green projects. For the reasons stated above, R&I has judged the proceeds management 
framework of the said green bond is excellent. 
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4. Reporting 

To ensure that green bond proceeds are used to invest in projects with environmental benefits, the issuer 
is expected to provide details on the eligible projects, timing of investments, and the environmental benefits 
yielded by the projects. 

 
[Outline of JRF's Reporting Method] 

JRF will disclose the allocation of the proceeds of green bonds and environmental effects, etc. given by 
the eligible green projects as of end-February of each year as long as the green bonds remain outstanding 
on its home page on an annual basis. Detailed disclosure items are as follows:  

 
<Proceeds Allocation Report> 
(At the time of issuance of a green bond and as long as the bond is outstanding)  
 The total amount of eligible green projects, the amount of debts of eligible green projects, and the 

outstanding amount of green bonds 
 
<Impact Report> 
(As long as the green bonds remain outstanding) 
 The number of properties of eligible green projects 
 The sum of total floor area of eligible green projects 
 Energy consumption and CO2 emission of properties of eligible green projects where JRF is an 

authorized energy controller 
 
[Evaluation] 

The allocation of the proceeds from issuance of green bonds and the impact report are disclosed on 
JRF's home page on an annual basis. For this reason, R&I has judged that the report of the said green bond 
is excellent in contents and frequency. 
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5. Issuer's environmental contribution activities 

The extent to which green bond proceeds are used to invest in projects with environmental benefits will be 
affected by the issuer’s involvement and track record on environmental contribution activities. Issuers with a 
strong interest in and robust track record on environmental contribution activities are more likely to allocate 
the proceeds to and execute investments in projects with environmental benefits. 

 
[Outline of Environmental Activities of JRF and MC-UBS] 

MC-UBS established "Environment Charter" and "Responsible Property Investment (RPI) Policy" in 2013, 
and has been ahead of other J-REIT's asset managers in developing a sustainability management structure 
including the establishment of Sustainability Committee. In the context of these activities, as the first J-REIT 
asset manager, MC-UBS signed the PRI (Principles for Responsible Investors) in 2013, PRI Montreal 
Carbon Pledge in 2015, UNEP FI (United Nations Environment Programme - Finance Initiative) and UNGC 
(United Nations Global Compact) in 2016. 

JRF also promotes environmental activities by, for example, acquiring green building certifications and 
participating in GRESB, which is committed to assessing ESG performance of companies, and CDP, which 
assesses activities for disclosure of information related to climate change. The ratios of Green Building 
certified assets as of the end of February 2018 reached as high as 77% on a total floor area basis. In 2017, 
JRF was included in MSCI Japan ESG Select Leaders Index (out of seven J-REIT stocks, two of them are 
JRF and Industrial & Infrastructure Fund Investment Corporation, the asset manager of which is MC-UBS. 

Sustainability activities of MC-UBS and JRF are disclosed on relevant home pages. 
 
[Evaluation]  

MC-UBS has promoted advancement of outstanding environmental activities in that it has been ahead of 
other J-REIT's asset managers in undertaking sustainability activities and JRF has acquired green building 
certifications, etc. For the reasons stated above, R&I concluded that MC-UBS and JRF’s stance toward 
environmental contribution activities are especially ambitious and rich in content. 
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[Comprehensive Evaluation] 
 R&I has evaluated JRF Green Bond in accordance with the R&I Green Bond Assessment. The results for 
each item are as described below. Each item has been assessed on a scale of one to five, with  
being the highest and  being the lowest. 

Item Assessment Summary 
Use of proceeds  R&I has judged that the environmental 

performance and the environmental 
certification level of the eligible project are 
adequate.  
The eligible project is evaluated to be 
reasonably beneficial to the environment. 

Process for project evaluation and 
selection 

 JRF’s eligibility criteria has been determined 
through the appropriate process. R&I has 
judged that the process for selecting eligible 
projects to be especially clear and 
reasonable. 

Management of proceeds  The framework for managing the proceeds 
has been prepared and is considered to be 
excellent. 

Reporting  R&I has judged that the reporting framework 
to be excellent in content and frequency. 

Issuer’s environmental contribution 
activities 

 JRF and MC-UBS promote environmental 
contribution activities actively among J-REIT 
sector company. R&I has judged that JRF 
and MC-UBS’s stance toward environmental 
contribution activities to be especially 
ambitious and rich in content. 

Based on a comprehensive assessment of each of the items described above, R&I has judged that the 
proceeds from the issuance of JRF Green Bond will be used to invest in projects with environmental 
benefits to a significant degree, and has assigned GA1 to JRF Green Bond. 

 
 

 The methodology for R&I Green Bond Assessment is disclosed on R&I’s website. 
https://www.r-i.co.jp/en/rating/products/green_bond/methodology.html 
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R&I Green Bond Assessment is R&I’s opinion regarding the extent to which the proceeds from the issuance of green bonds are 
used to invest in projects with environmental benefits. R&I Green Bond Assessment does not certify the environmental 
benefits and other qualities of the eligible projects. Hence, R&I will not be held responsible for the effectiveness of the 
projects, including their environmental benefits. R&I Green Bond Assessment is not the Credit Rating Business, but one of 
the Ancillary Businesses (businesses excluding Credit Rating Service but are ancillary to Credit Rating Activities) as set forth 
in Article 299, paragraph (1), item (xxviii) of the Cabinet Office Ordinance on Financial Instruments Business, etc. With 
respect to such business, relevant laws and regulations require measures to be implemented so that activities pertaining to 
such business would not unreasonably affect the Credit Rating Activities, as well as measures to prevent such business from 
being misperceived as the Credit Rating Business. 
R&I Green Bond Assessment is not, in any sense, statements of current, future, or historical fact and should not be 
interpreted as such, and R&I Green Bond Assessment is not a recommendation to purchase, sell, or hold any particular 
securities and does not constitute any form of advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters. R&I Green Bond 
Assessment does not address the suitability of an investment for any particular investor. R&I issues R&I Green Bond 
Assessment based on the assumption that each investor will investigate and evaluate the securities which they plan to 
purchase, sell, or hold for themselves. All investment decisions shall be made at the responsibility of the individual investor. 
The information used when R&I issues R&I Green Bond Assessment is information that R&I has determined, at its own 
discretion, to be reliable. However, R&I does not undertake any independent verification of the accuracy or other aspects of 
that information. R&I makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, adequacy, 
completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose, or any other matter with respect to any such information. 
R&I may suspend or withdraw R&I Green Bond Assessment at its discretion due to insufficient data or information, or other 
circumstances. 
R&I is not responsible or liable in any way to any party, for all or any damage, loss, or expenses arising out of or in relation to 
errors, omissions, inappropriateness of, or insufficiencies in the information used when issuing R&I Green Bond Assessment, 
R&I Green Bond Assessment or other opinions, or arising out of or in relation to the use of such information or R&I Green 
Bond Assessment, or amendment, suspension, or withdrawal of R&I Green Bond Assessment (regardless of the nature of the 
damage, including direct, indirect, ordinary, special, consequential, compensatory, or incidental damage, lost profits, non-
monetary damage, and any other damage, and including expenses for attorneys and other specialists), whether in contract, 
tort, for unreasonable profit or otherwise, irrespective of negligence or fault of R&I. As a general rule, R&I issues R&I Green 
Bond Assessment for a fee paid by the applicant. 
The Assessment Methodologies R&I uses in connection with evaluation are R&I’s opinions prepared based on R&I’s own 
analysis and research, and R&I makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, 
adequacy, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose, or any other matter with respect to the 
Assessment Methodologies. Further, disclosure of the Assessment Methodologies by R&I does not constitute any form of 
advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters or comment on the suitability of any investment for any party. R&I 
is not liable in any way for any damage arising in respect of a user or other third party in relation to the content or the use of 
the Assessment Methodologies, regardless of the reason for the claim, and irrespective of negligence or fault of R&I. All rights 
and interests (including patent rights, copyrights, other intellectual property rights, and know-how) regarding the Assessment 
Methodologies belong to R&I. Use of the Assessment Methodologies, in whole or in part, for purposes beyond personal use 
(including reproducing, amending, sending, distributing, transferring, lending, translating, or adapting the information), and 
storing the Assessment Methodologies for subsequent use, is prohibited without R&I’s prior written permission. 

【Japanese is the official language of this material and if there are any inconsistencies or discrepancies between the 
information written in Japanese and the information written in languages other than Japanese the information written in 
Japanese will take precedence.】 
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Green Bond / Green Bond Programme 
External Review Form 

 

Section 1. Basic Information 
Issuer name: Japan Retail Fund Investment Corp. 

Green Bond ISIN or Issuer Green Bond Framework Name, if applicable: [specify as appropriate] 

Review provider’s name: Rating and Investment Information, Inc. (R&I) 

Completion date of this form: May 11, 2018 

Publication date of review publication: May 11, 2018 

 

Section 2. Review overview 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

The following may be used or adapted, where appropriate, to summarise the scope of the review.  

The review assessed the following elements and confirmed their alignment with the GBPs: 

☒ Use of Proceeds ☒ Process for Project Evaluation and Selection 
☒ Management of Proceeds ☒ Reporting 

 

ROLE(S) OF REVIEW PROVIDER 

☐ Consultancy (incl. 2nd opinion) ☐ Certification 

☐ Verification ☒ Rating 

☐ Other (please specify):   

Note: In case of multiple reviews / different providers, please provide separate forms for each review.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF REVIEW and/or LINK TO FULL REVIEW (if applicable) 
R&I has judged that the proceeds from the issuance of the green bond will be used to invest in projects 
with significant environmental benefits and has assigned GA1 to the bond. 
 
For details, please refer to R&I Green bond assessment report above. 
 
 

Section 3. Detailed review 

Reviewers are encouraged to provide the information below to the extent possible and use the comment section to 
explain the scope of their review.  

1. USE OF PROCEEDS 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  
 

Under JRF’s green bond framework, the proceeds from bond issuance will be invested in eligible green 
projects which satisfy JRF’s eligibility criteria. These eligibility criteria for green bonds require that either (1) 
3 Stars or higher in DBJ Green Building Certification, or (2) B+ or higher of CASBEE real estate evaluation 
certification has been achieved within the last two years as of the payment date of the bonds or shall be 
achieved in the near future. While the minimum eligibility criteria are not too strict, R&I concluded that the 
criteria offer an adequate standard for determining an asset to be beneficial to the environment. 

Under the green bond framework, the proceeds from bond issuance will be allocated to the acquisition 
cost of eligible green projects acquired or to be acquired, or used to refinance the loans or redeem the 
bonds required for such acquisition. 

The proceeds from the issuance of JRF Green Bond will be used to repay before maturity the refinanced 
loans for the acquisition of "G-Bldg. Kichijoji 02", a commercial building in Kichijoji bought by JRF in 
February 2016. In April 2018, JRF received a 3 star certification in DBJ Green Building Certification for G-
Bldg. Kichijoji 02, where environmentally friendly activities, such as roof greening and adoption of heat 
reflective glass, are being conducted. The building is an eligible green project which satisfies JRF’s eligibility 
criteria. 

For the reasons stated above, R&I has judged that the eligible project is evaluated to be reasonably 
beneficial to the environment. 
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If applicable please specify the environmental taxonomy, if other than GBPs: 

 

2. PROCESS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION AND SELECTION 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  
 

JRF and MC-UBS are actively engaged in sustainability activities, and the development of the said green 
bond framework and issuance of the green bond are clearly positioned as a sustainability initiative. 

On the JRF’s process of determining the issuance of green bonds, the said green bond framework has 
been confirmed by Sustainability Committee of MC-UBS. Eligible project is selected by Sustainability 
Committee in accordance with the criteria. 

MC-UBS undertakes necessary actions to address environmental and social risks given by the real estate 
property from the viewpoint of compliance and impact on local residents. 
For the reasons stated above, the process of selecting eligible project of the said green bond has been 
judged to be especially clear and reasonable. 
 
 
 

 

Use of proceeds categories as per GBP: 

☐ Renewable energy 
 

☐ Energy efficiency  
 

☐ Pollution prevention and control 
 

☐ Environmentally sustainable management of 
living natural resources and land use 
 

☐ Terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity conservation 
 

☐ Clean transportation 

☐ Sustainable water and wastewater management  
 

☐ Climate change adaptation 
 

☐ Eco-efficient and/or circular economy adapted 
products, production technologies and processes 
 

☒ Green buildings 
 

☐ Unknown at issuance but currently expected to 
conform with GBP categories, or other eligible 
areas not yet stated in GBPs 

☐ Other (please specify): 
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Evaluation and selection 

☒ Credentials on the issuer’s environmental 
sustainability objectives 

☒ Documented process to determine that projects fit 
within defined categories  

☒ Defined and transparent criteria for projects 
eligible for Green Bond proceeds 

☒ Documented process to identify and manage 
potential ESG risks associated with the project 

☒ Summary criteria for project evaluation and 
selection publicly available 

☐ Other (please specify): 

 

Information on Responsibilities and Accountability  

☐ Evaluation / Selection criteria subject to 
external advice or verification 

☒ In-house assessment 

☐ Other (please specify):   

 

 

3. MANAGEMENT OF PROCEEDS 

Overall comment on section (if applicable): 
 

The proceeds from JRF Green Bond will be used to repay before maturity the refinanced loans required for 
the acquisition of the property upon issuance. No funds will be left unallocated in principle, and funds will 
be temporarily treated as cash and equivalent until they are allocated. The allocation during the fiscal 
period will be watched to ensure that the proceeds from issuance of green bonds are kept below the 
amount of debts of eligible green projects. For the reasons stated above, R&I has judged the proceeds 
management framework of the said green bond is excellent. 
 
 

Tracking of proceeds: 

☒ Green Bond proceeds segregated or tracked by the issuer in an appropriate manner 

☒ Disclosure of intended types of temporary investment instruments for unallocated proceeds 

☐ Other (please specify): 
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Additional disclosure: 

☐ Allocations to future investments only ☒ Allocations to both existing and future investments 

☒ Allocation to individual disbursements ☒ Allocation to a portfolio of disbursements 

☒ Disclosure of portfolio balance of unallocated 
proceeds 

☐ Other (please specify): 
 

 

 

4. REPORTING 

Overall comment on section (if applicable):  
 

The allocation of the proceeds from issuance of green bonds and the impact report are disclosed on JRF's 
home page on an annual basis. For this reason, R&I has judged that the report of the said green bond is 
excellent in contents and frequency. 

 

Use of proceeds reporting: 

☐ Project-by-project ☒ On a project portfolio basis 

☐ Linkage to individual bond(s) ☐ Other (please specify): 

 Information reported: 
 ☒ Allocated amounts ☒ Green Bond financed share of total investment 

 ☐ Other (please specify):   

 Frequency: 
 ☒ Annual ☐ Semi-annual 

 ☐ Other (please specify):  
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any damage arising in relation to R&I Green Bond Assessment (including amendment or withdrawal thereof). As a general rule, R&I issues R&I Green Bond Assessment for a fee paid 
by the applicant. For details, please refer to https://www.r-i.co.jp/en/docs/policy/site.html. 
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Impact reporting: 

☐ Project-by-project ☒ On a project portfolio basis 

☐ Linkage to individual bond(s) ☐ Other (please specify): 

 Frequency: 

 ☒ Annual ☐ Semi-annual 

 ☐ Other (please specify):   

 Information reported (expected or ex-post): 

 ☒ GHG Emissions / Savings ☐  Energy Savings  

 ☐ Decrease in water use ☒  Other ESG indicators (please specify):  

 

Means of Disclosure 

☐ Information published in financial report ☐ Information published in sustainability report 

☐ Information published in ad hoc documents ☒ Other (please specify): website 

☐ Reporting reviewed (if yes, please specify which parts of the reporting are subject to external review): 

 

Where appropriate, please specify name and date of publication in the useful links section. 

 
USEFUL LINKS (e.g. to review provider methodology or credentials, to issuer’s documentation, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

■Contact   : Sales and Marketing Division, Customer Service Dept.  TEL. +81-(0)3-6273-7471    E-mail. infodept@r-i.co.jp 
■Media Contact: Corporate Planning Division (Public Relations)  TEL. +81-(0)3-6273-7273 

Rating and Investment Information, Inc.   TERRACE SQUARE, 3-22 Kanda Nishikicho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0054, Japan  https://www.r-i.co.jp 
R&I Green Bond Assessment is R&I’s opinion regarding the extent to which the proceeds from the issuance of green bonds are used to invest in projects with environmental benefits 
and is not statements of fact. R&I Green Bond Assessment does not certify the environmental benefits and other qualities of the eligible projects. Hence, R&I will not be held 
responsible for the effectiveness of the projects, including their environmental benefits. R&I Green Bond Assessment is not the Credit Rating Business, but one of the Ancillary 
Businesses (businesses excluding Credit Rating Service but are ancillary to Credit Rating Activities) as set forth in Article 299, paragraph (1), item (xxviii) of the Cabinet Office 
Ordinance on Financial Instruments Business, etc. With respect to such business, relevant laws and regulations require measures to be implemented so that activities pertaining to 
such business would not unreasonably affect the Credit Rating Activities, as well as measures to prevent such business from being misperceived as the Credit Rating Business. Further, 
R&I does not give advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters, or endorse the merits of any investment. R&I does not undertake any independent verification of the 
accuracy or other aspects of the related information when issuing R&I Green Bond Assessment and makes no related representations or warranties. R&I is not liable in any way for 
any damage arising in relation to R&I Green Bond Assessment (including amendment or withdrawal thereof). As a general rule, R&I issues R&I Green Bond Assessment for a fee paid 
by the applicant. For details, please refer to https://www.r-i.co.jp/en/docs/policy/site.html. 
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SPECIFY OTHER EXTERNAL REVIEWS AVAILABLE, IF APPROPRIATE 
Type(s) of Review provided: 

☒ Consultancy (incl. 2nd opinion) ☐ Certification 

☐ Verification / Audit ☐ Rating 

☐ Other (please specify): 

 
Review provider(s): Sustainalytics    Date of publication: April 16, 2018 

 

ABOUT ROLE(S) OF REVIEW PROVIDERS AS DEFINED BY THE GBP 

(i) Consultant Review: An issuer can seek advice from consultants and/or institutions with recognized 
expertise in environmental sustainability or other aspects of the issuance of a Green Bond, such as 
the establishment/review of an issuer’s Green Bond framework. “Second opinions” may fall into 
this category. 

(ii) Verification: An issuer can have its Green Bond, associated Green Bond framework, or underlying 
assets independently verified by qualified parties, such as auditors. In contrast to certification, 
verification may focus on alignment with internal standards or claims made by the issuer. 
Evaluation of the environmentally sustainable features of underlying assets may be termed 
verification and may reference external criteria. 

(iii) Certification: An issuer can have its Green Bond or associated Green Bond framework or Use of 
Proceeds certified against an external green assessment standard. An assessment standard defines 
criteria, and alignment with such criteria is tested by qualified third parties / certifiers.  

(iv) Rating: An issuer can have its Green Bond or associated Green Bond framework rated by qualified 
third parties, such as specialised research providers or rating agencies. Green Bond ratings are 
separate from an issuer’s ESG rating as they typically apply to individual securities or Green Bond 
frameworks / programmes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


